HazCom Essentials SDS Check – Even More Essential Post Recent Compliance and Enforcement Project Results
Abstract: It’s been almost 5 years since the end of transition periods for GHS adoption in major world

economies considering that OSHA and EU both completed their transition to GHS adoption in 2015. Hazard
Communication professionals have had a lot of time to learn and grow while ensuring the companies they work for
are compliant. Despite this length of time, recently conducted compliance and enforcement projects have
highlighted that there are problems with the information being provided on the SDSs being put out into the market.
This is a concern for hazard communication professionals because we want to remain compliant and ensure that
people are protected by the SDSs that we are generating. One essential skill for hazard communication is the
ability to do a quick end to end SDS review to determine if there is anything out of place. This poster will highlight
how to check the sections that were identified as areas of non-compliance in recent reports.

High Level Issues found on SDSs
Section 2
 Classifications - Mandatory published classifications not used; ingredient ranges not reflected in classifications;
Missing hazard statements; Inconsistency with labeling; Inconsistency with sections 9, 11, 12
 Labeling - Incorrect label elements; Missing or incomplete supplemental information (EUH208)
 Other information section - missing additional hazards not identified (PBT, frostbite, simple asphyxiant)
Section 3
 Substances – substance identity is not correct.
 Mixtures – Concentration is too wide/Top of ranges
consistent with material classifications; Incorrect or
missing classifications for components

Section 9
 Missing some properties
 No reason as to why no data available or not applicable
 Extreme pH is not reflected in Section 2 classification
 Mixtures – not clear which properties apply to mixture vs.
components

Sections 7 & 10
 Generic or missing information on handling or
storage (ex: Use good ventilation – no specifics
provided)
 Missing information on reactivity and incompatible
materials

Section 8
 Exposure limits were not included
 Inadequate or missing engineering controls and PPE
(glove specifics not provided)
 Environmental Controls – no useful information provided

Section 11
 Incorrect or missing tox data
 Contradiction between tox data and section 2
classifications
 No indication which data was used for classification
 Relevant hazard classes/effects are covered
 Criteria not met – inappropriately used

Section 12
 Section tough to assess because the data was so vague
 No justification provided why something was not relevant
 Inconsistencies with other sections
 Not clear on which data applies to substances vs mixture
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What to review

Example Review & Discussion

Compare Section 3 to 2
Compare section 3 ingredient
classifications to section 2
material classifications. In most
cases - if a material is correctly
classified, the section 3
ingredient classifications for at
least health hazards should
support the material
classifications in section 2.

Propane and Butane are common
propellants. The percentages of
flammable ingredients could be
consistent with flammable aerosol.

The pyrophoric
classification here
doesn’t really make
sense for an aerosol
ingredient (maybe
the wrong form of
the ingredient was
chosen for the SDS)

Compare Sections 3, 11 & 12 to 2
When section 3 has no ingredient classifications, it can’t be reviewed against
section 2 classifications alone. Section 3 ingredients and concentrations along
with information and test data from sections 11 & 12 have to be considered
together and reviewed against section 2 classifications.

Additional Thoughts

With the non-specific
composition percentages for
xylene and acetone it is
impossible to know if the health
hazards from these ingredients
should really apply.
Section 2 provides acute
toxicity classifications.
Would expect test data for
ingredients or an ATE for
the material section 11.

Section 11 - no acute
toxicity data – why the
classifications?
Section 12 – no
inconsistencies, but it
doesn’t really provide
useful information for
checking consistency.

No ingredient
classifications
in section 3
(not always
required)

Compare
Section 2 to 9
Compare section 2 material
classifications against various
physical properties – pH,
Flashpoint, auto-ignition
temperature, viscosity and
potentially others.

pH with an upper end of 11.5 which could indicate a classification of
corrosive to skin is applicable. However section 2 has no corrosive or irritant
classifications. This one is probably ok.
Flashpoint is non-combustible - not having flammable liquid
classification makes sense.
This was the entire section 9. There are a number of
required properties missing from this section.

Compare Section 2 to 7 & 10
Compare section 2
classifications
against handling/
storage and
stability/reactivity

 In section 2 check that
classification and label
information align.
 Ensure there aren’t missing or
unnecessary classifications,
hazard statements or other
label elements
 If mandatory classifications
apply to substances for the
jurisdiction the SDS was
written for – were they
applied appropriately?

Section 7 has no
precautions for safe
handling, or storage
– as a flammable
aerosol something
other than not
applicable is
expected here. This is
inconsistent with
precautionary
statements from
section 2

Section 10 –
slightly better, but
incompatible
materials differ
from section 7.

 The test data and other information in sections 11 & 12
should support classifications in sections 2 and/or 3.
 This review is only possible if there is actually ingredient
data in sections 11 & 12. This data is not always
available on the SDS.
 If ingredient test data is not available the information
communicated in sections 11 & 12 can at least be
reviewed against section 2 for consistency.
 It is important when looking at sections 11 and 12 to also
look for appropriate explanation when no data is available.
 Are other hazards communicated throughout the SDS but
not in section 2 (extends beyond sections 11 & 12)?

 It is important when looking at section 9 to also
look for appropriate explanation when no data is
available.
 Be sure that all the properties that are required for
the SDS are being represented even if there is no
data for them or if they are not applicable.

 Do the handling/storage and
stability/reactivity information make
sense for the hazards and physical
form of the material.
 It is also important that sections 7
and 10 communicate consistent
information that lines up with the
hazards of the material and the
composition.

